2018-2019 marks the ninth year of the University of South Carolina's award winning Presidential Fellows program. To date, 182 students from 38 academic programs in nine colleges have participated. The first-year cohort of Presidential Fellows who entered the program in 2018-2019 includes nine fellows (all doctoral), representing eight academic programs and four colleges.
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Linguistics, PhD
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Linguistics, PhD

Nicholas Wilson
Philosophy, PhD
ABOUT THE PRESIDENTIAL FELLOWS PROGRAM

The Presidential Fellows program is the most prestigious graduate-level award at the University of South Carolina. This merit-based program provides four years of support to doctoral students and two-and-a-half years of support to master’s of fine arts students. To date, 182 students from 38 academic programs in nine colleges have participated. In 2018-2019, 64 Presidential Fellows from 35 academic programs in eight colleges will participate in the program. The program is directed by Dr. Heather Brandt, Associate Dean in the Graduate School. For more information, contact Dr. Brandt at hbrandt@sc.edu or 803.777.4243.